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Abstract
Research on children with cochlear implants (CI) has documented positive outcomes, but also that many still
experience language delays. The aim of this article is to explore how research on children with cochlear implants
cover topics of early language development compared to research on children with typical hearing and children with
hearing impairment without CI. Published research in the period 1990-2013 on language development was analysed
with respect to frequency of selected search terms reflecting different language acquisition themes among children
with typical hearing, children with hearing impairment without CI, and children with CI, respectively. Results showed
a relatively lower number of articles which included themes such as pre-verbal language (imitation, joint attention
and gestures), extra lingual abilities (social interaction), and later language skills (semantic, syntactic, grammar and
pragmatic) in research on children with cochlear implants compared to research in children with typical hearing. A
need for more research with focus on pre-lingual themes in language acquisition is discussed.

Keywords: Cochlear implant; Congenital deafness; Gestures;
Hearing impairment; Language development; Language acquisition

Introduction
Twenty five years have passed since the Food and Drugadministration in the US, approved cochlear implantation (CI) for
children between 2 and 17 years of age [1]. Today cochlear
implantation surgery from 1 year of age, and even earlier, is standard
treatment in many countries for children with severe to profound
congenital hearing loss. The introduction of CI has been a
breakthrough in rehabilitation and research has shown good outcomes
with regard to speech production and perception. Even though CI is
proven to be a step forward compared to former technologies and
approaches in rehabilitation, there are still challenges [2]. The
outcome variation shows that many children continue to struggle with
delay in language development. Niparko, et al. [3] reported that
differences in spoken language abilities between children without
hearing impairment and children with CI were not closed 3 years after
implantation. Others have reported a large variation of language
outcomes for children with CI [4,5]. The explanation of and
mechanisms behind, this delay and variation remain poorly
understood.
Language is one of our most adaptive (generative) cognitive tools
[6], without language, communication, cognition society, and culture,
life would have been restricted. Therefore, language support to
children with congenital hearing impairment is crucial. Short and long
term negative effects of hearing loss on language development have
frequently been reported [7-11]. Children with congenital hearing loss
do not develop, for instance, vocabulary in the same speed as typical
hearing children [7,10-13] and long-term negative impacts on
educational outcomes have also been documented [14-18]. A third
example of the consequences of hearing loss on language development
is that delay in language development has also been found to be
associated with a higher prevalence of psychosocial difficulties [19].
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In research and practice a controversy is ongoing between the uses
of signed languages versus uses of oral languages in deaf education. It
has been debated whether or not sign language in general, and more
specifically following cochlear implantation, should be used [20].
Some researchers have argued for the unnecessary or even negative
effect of using sign language when the child has received a CI [21-23].
Even though recent research concluded that there is no evidence that
sign language has any negative effects [24], it continues to be the
rehabilitation focus in some settings [25,26]. Ruffin et al. [26]. showed
in their study a negative correlation between use of sign language and
the outcome of a spoken language test, “Speech perception scores were
negatively associated with a meningitic etiology of hearing loss, older
age at implantation, poorer preimplant unaided pure-tone average
thresholds, lower family income and the use of ‘total
communication’”, (p. 289). But their study, similar to others, did not
take into account that children and their parents might choose to use
sign language if their child cannot hear. Using sign language is then an
outcome variable, not a predictor of lower oral language abilities.

Language development
Researchers have used a variety of approaches to understand how
children learn language. The classical theories of language
development are often grouped into three: Learning theories [27],
nativist theories [28] and interactionist theories [29] for an overview
see Gleason et al. [30]. The interactionist approach underlines the role
of social interaction between the child and the caretaker in language
acquisition and stresses that language is not merely an outcome of
development but also a precursor of cognitive and social development
[29,31]. Bohannon et al. [31], outline three different interactionist
approaches: cognitive competition, socialization, and usage-gestural
based. The first focuses on how cognitive development is linked to
language development [32], the second on how social interaction skills
develop and lead to language acquisition [33] and the third on how
symbols and words develop from natural iconicity and gestures
[34,35].
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Deaf children’s language development has been studied from all the
above approaches. The natural development of sign language among
deaf children has supported the nativist theories [36] and also the
interactionist approaches, which have been intensively researched with
respect to deaf children [37,38].

Early stages of language development
Early language development reflects the language used in the
family, regardless of the specific language or modality used [39]. Deaf
children’s sign language development follows, in general, the same
milestones as children with typical hearing [40,41]. It has been studied
how deaf parents of deaf children naturally support their deaf child’s
early language development by engaging visually in social interaction
and communication with their child involving social smiles, play
dialogue, gestures, turn-taking, and greetings [42]. The social and
communicative interaction becomes more and more complex and
dynamic as the child develops. At 12 months of age children often
produce their first word (and/or sign) [30,43]. These first words/signs
are followed quite quickly by more words, two words, longer
sentences, and increased pragmatic understanding.
A special interest in deaf children’s language acquisition has been
the use of gestures and signs [44]. Similar to children without hearing
impairment deaf children use gestures in early communication. Later
the gestures are combined with oral words or sign language signs [44].
The pre-lingual phases in language development are, in general, equal
for children with and without hearing impairment with regard to
social interaction and use of gestures [45]. Both language modalities
share a common pre-lingual background and the exposed language in
the child’s environment enhances development of the specific
language modality/-ies.
Typical researched topics in the pre-lingual period of language
development are imitation [46-48], social interaction [30,39,47-49],
joint attention [39,47-49] and gestures [38,46,48]. These topics are
studied among different disciplines such as linguistics, psychology,
and speech-language pathology. Further, language development,
irrespective of language modality, has been studied from a linguistic
approach including vocabulary, semantics, syntactic, grammar, and
pragmatics [30,43,47,49,50].

Research question
Research and practice in early intervention and education of
children with hearing loss has undergone changes due to introduction
of new technologies. Language acquisition is a complicated
developmental process for the individual child, and a broad range of
language perspectives are of relevance in both practice and research.
Interdisciplinary and cross-domain approaches are needed. The
research question asks to what extent the field of hearing impairment
and CI research, compared to research in children with typical
hearing, take into account different aspects of the child’s language
development?

Method
A systematic citation analysis of selected terms used in scientific
publications from 1990 to 2013 was completed. The year 1990 was
decided because the US Food and Drug Administration approved the
use of the first cochlear implant system for children two to 17 years of
age this year [1]. Scopus was used for the citation analysis, which is
one of the largest abstract and citation databases containing peerreviewed research literature and quality web sources. Scopus includes
documents from technical, medical, and social sciences fields as well as
from fields in arts and humanities.
Three different groups were searched: (a) Research in language
development excluding individuals with hearing impairment by using
the search terms language development AND child AND NOT
cochlear implant, hearing aid, or hearing loss/impairment. This group
can be characterized as typical hearing children. Typical hearing does
not mean typical language development because it also includes
children with different language disorders but without hearing loss. (b)
Research in children with hearing impairment without CI using the
search terms language development AND child AND hearing
impairment AND NOT cochlear implant. (c) Research in children
with CI using the search terms language development AND child
AND cochlear implant.
Across the three groups a search for publications including the
following 12 terms reflecting different approaches/fields of research in
children’s language development were completed: Imitation, Babbling,
Social interaction, Joint attention, Gesture, Speech, Sign language,
Vocabulary, Semantic, Syntactic, Grammar, and Pragmatic. The article
titles, abstracts, and keywords were included in the search and the
search was completed in October 2014.
Analysis was carried out using descriptive statistics of number and
frequency of publications and further Chi square statistics for
comparisons between the three groups: Research in children without
hearing impairment compared to research in children with hearing
impairment without CI and research in children with CI, respectively.

Results
In total 12,020 hits on Scopus correspond to the search terms. A
majority, 10,752, within research on children without hearing
impairment, 567 in research on children with hearing impairment
without CI, and 701 on research in children with CI.
Overall, we found all the searched terms represented in all three
groups. Table 1 shows the number and per cent of studies for the 12
search terms. As a first analysis we found fewer studies on pre-verbal
language terms in the CI group compared to the group with typical
hearing. For example, we found only 3% of the studies addressed
Social interaction in the CI research compared to 8% in typical hearing
research.

Search term

Typical hearing group N=10752, n (%)

Hearing impaired without CI group N=567, n (%)

CI group N=701, n (%)

Imitation

767 (7)

21 (4)

31 (4)

Babbling

296 (3)

15 (3)

52 (7)

Social interaction

896 (8)

41 (7)

24 (3)
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Joint attention

624 (6)

15 (3)

12 (2)

Gesture

873 (8)

63 (11)

35 (5)

Speech

7464 (69)

407 (72)

634 (90)

Sign language

271 (3)

136 (24)

92 (13)

Vocabulary

3808 (35)

139 (25)

243 (35)

Semantic

1754 (16)

42 (7)

22 (3)

Syntactic

1731 (16)

45 (8)

45 (6)

Grammar

2085 (19)

50 (9)

87 (12)

Pragmatic

984 (9)

28 (5)

12 (2)

Table 1: Number and per cent of studies for each of the 12 search terms on language development for each of the three groups.
Typical hearing

Hearing impairment

Cochlear implant

N=10752

N=567

N=701

Search term

N

n

Babbling

296

Gesture

873

Speech

7464

Sign language

271

χ2

63

6.35

136

P

n

χ2

p

ns

52

48.61

<0.001

<0.05

715.9

ns

ns

634

140.42

<0.001

<0.001

92

241.1

<0.001

Note: Chi-square 2 x 2 outcome; n, χ2 and p, df=1

Table 2: Statistical comparison of studies covering terms that were more frequent in research in children with CI and hearing impairment
compared to research in children with typical hearing.
Typical hearing

Hearing impairment

Cochlear implant

N=10752

N=567

N=701

Search term

N

n

χ2

P

n

χ2

p

Imitation

767

21

9.78

<0.01

31

7.46

<0.01

Social interaction

896

ns

24

21.47

<0.001

Joint attention

624

<0.01

12

21.01

<0.001

Gesture

873

ns

35

8.81

<0.01

Vocabulary

3808

139

28.18

<0.001

Semantic

1754

42

32

<0.001

22

87.18

<0.001

Syntactic

1731

45

27.13

<0.001

45

47.06

<0.001

Grammar

2085

50

39.34

<0.001

87

20.87

<0.001

Pragmatic

984

28

11.75

<0.001

12

45.74

<0.001

15

10.08

ns

Note: Chi-square 2x2 outcome; n, χ2 and p, df=1.

Table 3: Statistical comparison of studies covering terms that were less frequent in research in children with CI and hearing impairment
compared to research in children with typical hearing.
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To investigate if these differences were significant we conducted a
Chi square comparison. Terms that are significantly more researched
among children with hearing impairment with and without CI,
respectively, compared to children with typical hearing, were Babbling
(for research in children with CI), Gesture (for research in children
with hearing impairment without CI), Speech (for research in children
with CI), and Sign language, (for research in both groups) (Table 2).
Terms significantly less represented in research on children with
hearing impairments with or without CI compared to research in
typical hearing children were Pragmatic, Grammar, Syntactic,
Semantic, Vocabulary (for research in children with hearing
impairment without CI), Gesture, Joint attention, Social interaction
(for research in children with CI), and imitation, (for research in both
groups) (Table 3).

Discussion
The research question concerned, to what extent the fields of
hearing impairment and CI research take into account the different
aspects of children’s language development? Significant differences on
the selected research terms were found. Most search terms, except for
Sign-language and Speech, were significantly less researched. These
results may indicate that research on hearing impairment and CI are
less varied than research on language development among children
without hearing impairment. The more frequent focus on signlanguage in research on children with CI compared to research on
typical hearing children might reflect that more aspects of pre-lingual
language development are associated to sign language. But as
introduced, early language acquisition involves more than gestures
and sign-language.
With respect to the fact that language outcomes vary for children
with cochlear implants and hearing impairment, this study’s findings
may be of concern. First, some important aspects of the language
acquisition process may be overlooked, there may be a need for more
research on, for instance, usage-based, multimodality, social
interaction, and non-verbal aspects in CI research. Second, with less
diversity in research there is less of a basis for the development of
cross-disciplinary research. The potential may be illustrated by the role
gesture plays in language development for children in general, and
more specifically, for children with hearing loss.

Gestures
Over the last decades there have been a growing number of research
projects looking at the role of gesture in language development. This
is, according to the results of this study, also the case for research on
children with hearing impairment, but not for research on children
with cochlear implants, where it seems to be overlooked. Research has
found gestures to be an important part of children’s language
development [51-54], both in oral and signed languages [45,55]. One
difference between deaf and hearing children, with respect to early use
of gestures, is that deaf children develop modulated universal gestures
into iconic gestures. They use more specific visual gestures and signs
as referents corresponding to how words are used among hearing
children.
Hearing children with deaf relatives develop both speech and sign
language after initial use of gestures [56,57], and gestures, speech, and
sign language seem to share essential linguistic features rather than
separate [58]. If gesture in early language development is responded
to, they will continue to be used and become a natural part of
Commun Disord Deaf Stud Hearing Aids
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communication [59]. Even without natural language models (deaf
signing parents), gestures can develop into a sign language structure
for congenitally deaf children [57,60,61].
Gesture use may play an important part in language learning. Early
gesture use has been found to be important for language processing
[62], attention control in early word learning [63], and early pointing
gestures have been found to be connected to both word and sign
development [64]. Gesture use is suggested to be an early connection
between language and thought, in that infants from their earliest
pointings share common conceptual contexts with their parents
[33,53,65]. Gestures do not just reflect thought but have an impact on
thought [65], without gestures thought would be altered or incomplete
[53]. Gestures bridge the transition from pre-linguistic to more
symbolic communication [66]. Alibali et al. [67] found that gestures
among students seem to serve both speaker-internal and
communicative functions. In their study they found that gestures were
used both in face to face communication and in communication when
listeners could not see each other.
The impact of gesture use has been researched among different
groups of children with language difficulties. Children with Down
syndrome, who used signs, were able to express more utterances
compared to if they only used oral speech [68]. Children with late
language development who used gestures and signs showed faster
language development than similar children who did not use gestures
and signs [57].
Gestures seem to occur as a bridge from early language exposure to
speech and/or sign language. Early gesturing can predict later language
development [69] and support language development [70]. Further on
in language development for normal hearing children gestures,
batonic (non-representational) and iconic (representational), continue
to be natural parts of communication [47]. Gestures might have an
important role to play for the development of young children with
hearing loss - with and without CI. Therefore, we recommend future
research to take early aspects of language development such as
gestures into account when conducting research among children with
hearing loss and CI.

Conclusion
Pre-verbal themes in research among children with hearing
impairment and CI were found to be significantly less focused upon
compared to research among children with typical hearing. This may
be an issue of concern since the delay some children with cochlear
implants experience with regard to language development might start
in the early and pre-verbal steps of language acquisition. Important
themes in early language development, which could support
congenital deaf children’s language development, may be overlooked
in current research. Gestures, social interaction, joint attention, and
imitation, to mention a few, need more attention in research on early
language development for children with hearing impairment and
cochlear implants.
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